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-RPP is not meant to be just about physics presentations, equations, numbers and 
curves; it's also about people. 

-We’re trying to bring together physicists working on all aspects of theoretical 
particle physics, from research at the highest and lowest energy frontiers, to 
research at intensity frontiers, or applications in astrophysics and cosmology. 
(Transverse to GdR, IRN, …). 

-We try to give young people the spotlight outside of their usual thematic meetings. 

-We meet with the « représentants des tutelles ». 

-We hope to help create lasting memories among the participants who will share 
these few days together. 
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More than 100 participants 
(Reconsider funding, logistics, …)



Specificity of RPP 2024 organisation:

1- RPP after the COVID crisis: « to be or not to be? ». Number of participants. 

2- Meetings with CNRS representatives. 

3- Organised by two labs of IdF: LPTHE and IPhT 

4- Broad range of the themes covered 

5- Participation of young students/postdocs encouraged.



Two practical questions RPP 2024:

1- RPP speakers: please upload your talk on indico



2- Thursday evening buffet: 

Location: The central tower of the campus last floor 

 
Access: To access the last floor where dinner is served, provide 
your name to the entrance guard, who checks against the list of 
those confirming a "yes" on indico for attendance. 

Food: While standing to contemplate "les lumières de Paris la 
nuit," make your choice of (cold) buffet dishes.
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Brando Bellazzini, Stephane Lavignac 
 (IPhT)


